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Table 1. Demographic, clinical and serological characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking%</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Criteria%</td>
<td>2002, 64/ACR/RL 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer test</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraluminal features%</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serologies %</td>
<td>86/48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperrheumatoid factor %</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypocomplementemia%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Acute phase reactants mean | 3.7
| ESR mean | 13.8  |
| ESSPRI mean | 9.6   |
| ESSDAl mean | 2     |
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**ASSESSMENT OF ULTRASOUND DEFINITIONS AND A SCORING SYSTEM FOR SALIVARY GLAND DISEASE IN PRIMARY SJÖGREN’S SYNDROME: AN OMERACT PATIENT RELIABILITY EXERCISE**
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**Background:** Salivary gland ultrasound (SGUS) may have the potential of facilitating diagnosis and therapy monitoring of salivary gland disease in patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS). The aim of the Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials (OMERACT) US subgroup is to validate US as an outcome measurement instrument in pSS. Following the OMERACT US stepwise validation approach, preliminary consensus definitions for elementary lesions based on a systematic literature review were developed and subsequently a scoring system has been agreed upon and tested through a web-based Delphi exercise.

**Objectives:** To assess the reliability of consensus based SGUS scoring system in patients with SS.

**Methods:** Nine sonographers conducted an US reliability exercise of the parotid gland lesions in pSS showed a good to excellent reliability in patients with SS.

Conclusions: The developed US definitions and the scoring system for salivary gland lesions in pSS showed a good to excellent reliability in patients with SS. Next step is to apply the scoring system in clinical trials.
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**Background:** Tocilizumab (TCZ) 162 mg administered subcutaneously weekly (QW) or every-other-week (Q2W) plus 26-wk prednisone tapering resulted in higher rates of sustained glucocorticoid (GC)–free remission in patients (pts) with giant cell arteritis (GCA) than placebo plus 26-wk (PBO+26) or 52-wk (PBO+52) prednisone tapering in the 52-wk, double-blind, randomized controlled GIACTA trial.

**Objectives:** Determine long-term safety and explore maintenance of efficacy in GCA pts in a 2-year long-term extension (part 2) of this trial.

**Methods:** At the end of the double-blind period, pts in clinical remission (CR) were instructed to stop double-blind TCZ treatment upon entering part 2. CR was defined as absence of flare per investigator assessment. GCA therapy, which could include prednisone initiation/termination of open-label TCZ and/or GC, was at the investigator’s discretion per disease status. Outcomes included maintenance of CR (no flare during part 2), flare, time to first flare, treatments received, cumulative GC dose, and safety. Treatment groups refer to originally assigned treatment (PBO or TCZ).

**Results:** Among 250 pts treated in the double-blind period, 215 entered part 2 and 197 (92%) completed 3 years in the trial. Among the 81 TCZ QW and 36 TCZ Q2W pts in CR at wk 52, 38 (47%) and 13 (36%) pts, respectively, maintained CR during part 2. Of these 51 original TCZ pts, 33 (65%) were treatment-free (no TCZ and no GC treatment), which was higher than the treatment-free proportion of original PBO pts who maintained CR in part 2 (17/38, 45%). Median time to first flare while not receiving TCZ was longer for pts in the original TCZ groups (TCZ QW, 575 days; TCZ Q2W, 428 days) than for pts in the original PBO groups (PBO+26, 162 days; PBO+52, 295 days); TCZ QW pts remained flare-free the longest (Figure 1). Retreatment with TCZ (with or without GC) for flare was effective for restoring CR in part 2. Cumulative GC dose over the 3-year study was lowest in the TCZ QW group (median dose [mg/day]: TCZ QW, 2372.8; TCZ Q2W, 2863.0; PBO +26, 5006.0; PBO+52, 5322.5). Rates of serious adverse events per 100 pt-years over 3 years (double-blind period + part 2) were comparable for pts who never received TCZ (23.2) and who did receive ≥1 dose of TCZ (25.4), and rates of
serious infections were 4.6 and 3.5 per 100 pt-years, respectively. Additional results will be presented for original PBO pts.

Conclusion: Nearly half the pts treated with TCZ QW maintained CR for the entirety of part 2, though flares still occurred in the remaining pts once they discontinued TCZ treatment. Among pts who maintained CR in part 2, higher proportions of those originally assigned to TCZ were treatment-free compared with those originally assigned to PBO. Retreatment with TCZ restored CR in pts who experienced flare. Cumulative GC doses over 3 years were lower in pts originally assigned to TCZ than in those originally assigned to PBO. No new safety signals were observed with TCZ exposure in GCA pts during the 3-year study.
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Background: Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a granulomatous vasculitis of medium and large arteries. In GCA-affected arteries, vascular wall is destroyed by tissue-infiltrating CD4 T cells and macrophages, which leads to intramural neoangiogenesis, intimal hyperplasia and luminal occlusion.

Objectives: This study aimed to examine how CD28 signaling plays a role in vasculitis induction and maintenance and which pathogenic processes are dependent on CD28-mediated T-cell activation.

Methods: We engrafted human arteries into immunodeficient NSG mice and induced vasculitis by transferring GCA immune cells. Human-NSG chimeras were treated with anti-CD28 domain antibody or control Ab. Using tissue transcriptome analysis, immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry and immunometabolic analysis, treatment effects were examined in vivo and in vitro.

Results: Treating such humanized mice with an anti-CD28 domain antibody profoundly reduced tissue-infiltrating T-cells and effectively suppressed vasculitis. Mechanistic studies revealed that CD28 regulated AKT signaling, T-cell proliferation and differentiation of IFN-γ and IL-21-producing effector T-cells. Blocking CD28 signaling disrupted T-cell metabolic fitness; particularly, glucose utilization. Expression of the glucose transporter Glut1 and of glycolytic enzymes as well as mitochondrial oxygen consumption all rely on CD28 signaling. CD28 blockade effectively suppressed vessel wall remodeling processes such as adventitial microvascular formation and intimal hyperplasia as well as induction and maintenance of CD4+CD103+ tissue-resident memory T cells.

Conclusion: CD28 stimulation provides a metabolic signal required for pathogenic effector functions in GCA, implicating CD28 signaling as a promising therapeutic target.
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Background: Colour duplex sonography (CDS) is used in patients with giant cell arteritis (GCA) to detect inflammatory oedema of the vascular wall, known as “halo”. A quantitative analysis of halo characteristics to grade the severity and extension of vascular involvement detected by CDS could improve GCA assessment.

Objectives: To develop a quantitative CDS score to improve the diagnosis of GCA, and to correlate the score with histologic findings and clinical outcome. To determine the additional role of clinical signs/symptoms to the CDS score.

Methods: We selected patients with a positive CDS and a diagnosis of GCA recruited into the Temporal Artery (TA) Biopsy (TAB) vs Ultrasound in Diagnosis of GCA (TABUL) study. Due to collinearity we fitted 4 different CDS models including combinations of the following items: number of sites and distribution of halos, average and maximum intima-media thickness (IMT) of the level of the TA and auxillary arteries (AX) and halos bilaterality. We fitted 4 models with clinical and laboratory findings. We combined the best CDS and clinical models (according to the Akaiki Information Criterion) to identify independent correlates of a TAB diagnostic for GCA and of clinical outcome at 6 months (visual loss + VDI ocular + glucocorticoids > 10 mg/day and/or need for immunosuppressants) and performed a 10-fold cross-validation of the model. We validated the clinical outcome model on an independent cohort referred to the fast-track ultrasound clinics of two European rheumatology centres.

Results: We included 135 patients with GCA from TABUL (female: 68%, age 73 ± 8) and 72 patients from an independent cohort (female: 46%, age 75 ± 7). The